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Abstract—Gamification strategies have been proposed to mitigate student disengagement and dropouts in massive online environments, due to the positive results shown by these strategies at lower scales. Among various gamification strategies, redeemable rewards have been identified as an effective element to intrinsically motivate students and increase their engagement in educational settings, including MOOCs. Yet, effective design, implementation and enactment of this gamification strategy in MOOC contexts might face new challenges, given the unique characteristics of these learning settings such as massiveness. As an attempt to help teachers use redeemable rewards in MOOCs, this paper analyzes the characteristics of MOOCs that influence its integration and presents a proposal of a system supporting the design, implementation and enactment of such rewards. The envisioned system is illustrated by a scenario that describes the main features of this system for teachers and students.

Index Terms—Gamification, MOOCs, Engagement, Rewards, Redeem.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOOCs are a new form of teaching and learning, with an increasing popularity [21]. MOOCs offer many benefits for students such as learning on-demand, access to education without enrollment fees or involvement in communities around a topic. However, MOOCs are often criticized for their pedagogical quality [14], [20], which leads to low student motivation and engagement, resulting in high dropout rates [1], [12], [13]. Gamification has been proposed to help overcome the previous drawback in MOOCs due to the benefits shown by this strategy in small-scale educational contexts [6], [8].

Gamification is the inclusion of elements and structures that frequently appear in games (e.g., rewards, narrative, engagement loops) into non-game contexts [6], [7]. Although gamification has shown potential to enhance student motivation and engagement, MOOCs have some characteristics (e.g., the large number of students, the heterogeneity of participants, the need for automation when issuing rewards) that can hinder the benefits of gamification already shown in other educational contexts [18], [17]. As a consequence, during the last years there is an increasing number of research studies on the design and implementation of gamification strategies to identify whether such benefits are also applicable to MOOCs [2], [18], [24].

Rewards (e.g., badges, points, virtual goods) are one of the most implemented game elements in gamified educational contexts, including MOOCs [8], [18]. Research in educational psychology has shown that rewards can have positive as well as negative effects depending on the context and reward logic [4]. On the one hand, rewarding strategies allow students to set personal goals, track their progress and promote their reputation and trustworthiness with the rest of course students [11]. On the other hand, rewards which are repeated or do not lead to concrete advantages for learners can have a limited effectiveness or even produce counter-effects. Thus, although rewards have been identified as an engaging game element in MOOC environments [5], their effectiveness strongly depends on the form teachers implement them within the learning environment [9].

Rewards in online-environments and MOOCs are often implemented in the form of digital badges [18]. One of the most influential technology for this purpose was the Mozilla Open Badge infrastructure1. The original idea of the open badges project was the recognition of skills shown in non-formal context by employers with a clear focus on transfer of these achievements between different contexts. If badges are provided in MOOCs, the question arises for whom these achievements are relevant and if the transfer to external contexts is possible at all.

To address the problem of potential low effectiveness and to avoid meaningless rewarding strategies in MOOCs, we propose the use of in-course redeemable rewards: rewards (e.g., points, cards, tickets) that are issued to students when completing pre-defined learning-oriented tasks, and which students can exchange to attain various privileges during the course runtime. In many games, rewards can be redeemed or exchanged for unlocking or buying contents and objects (e.g., new figures, weapons, stages). Utilizing rewards in such a way can enhance players’ motivation and engagement due to the possibility of achieving such new contents and objects, and using them in the game itself to progress or perform better.

This concept of redeemable rewards can be applied to MOOCs in order to enhance student motivation and engagement and try to reach students which are not attracted by traditional rewarding strategies (e.g., badges or points as elements of progress and status). To do so, MOOC teachers have to design (e.g., deciding which actions lead to a privilege and where it can be applied), implement (e.g., deploying and configuring the activities and rewards in MOOC platforms) and enact (e.g., issuing and redeeming rewards in run-time) such kind of gamification.

Due to the current limitations of MOOC platforms and gamification tools, teachers have the only possibility of manually implementing and enacting this kind of gamification. However, the massive number of students in these courses and their heterogeneity in the schedule (i.e., there is student activity during the 24h) make the enactment of redeemable rewards not affordable in terms of time investment and effort for the teachers. Therefore, the creation of a system to support teachers in the automation of redeemable rewards in MOOCs could facilitate the implementation of this type of gamification, aiming to enhance the levels of student motivation and engagement.

This paper presents a model and a system proposal to support teachers in the design, implementation and enactment of in-course redeemable rewards in MOOC environments. Students can redeem these rewards during the runtime of the course to get different types of privileges that are expected to have again a positive impact on student learning. The structure of the paper is as follows. The next section introduces previous work on using meaningful rewards in educational contexts. The third section introduces the gamification approach of redeemable rewards in MOOCs. Section 4 presents a system proposal supporting teachers in the design, implementation and enactment of this kind of rewards. Finally, in the last section some conclusions and future work are outlined.

II. RELATED WORK

Previous studies in different educational contexts have proposed and analyzed the effects of implementing rewards that can have an associated privilege for students in the course. Some of the most representative examples are:

Simoes et al. (2013) [22] describe an online educational tool for primary schools (i.e., Schooolool.com) that allows teachers to gamify their teaching processes with different game elements such as rewards (e.g., badges, trophies), feedback indicators and social elements (e.g., “likes”). The authors make explicit that teachers and parents can make use of tangible rewards (e.g., tickets to a show). Tangible rewards are rewards that do not represent course students’ status but provide earners with out of course benefits. However, this system is aimed at K-6 small-scale courses where the rewards are manually issued and the privileges are out of the course and non directly related with the student learning. This manual issuing and external use is less transferable to the MOOC environment due to the masses and diversity of participants.

Ding et al. (2017) [10] created a gamified online forum environment for two (online and blended) courses. The environment allows teachers to gamify discussion forums with a set of game elements (e.g., points, badges, levels). Students earn points when completing the tasks pre-defined by teachers. Once students’ scores (or points) reach the pre-defined thresholds, students level-up and unlock new features in the system such as “emojis” and “gifts” that can be used in the online discussions. Results show that most of the students achieved the final level. These online and in-course rewards could be suitable for MOOCs. However, they are limited to tasks and privileges in discussion forums omitting other tools frequently used in MOOCs that could boost the gamification effects in other kind of activities.

O’Donovan et al. (2013) [16] presented a positive gamification experience of a university blended-learning course about computer game development. Among the different rewards that the teachers implemented in the course, what authors call steam points can be considered as redeemable rewards. Steam points are issued to students when they collect specific amounts of experience points issued when completing quizzes, attending lectures, participating in class exercises and showing a high level of creativity in the assignments. Students could visit the shop page and spend their steam points for buying new attempts in quizzes, hints for course puzzles, rewards for the whole class and assignment deadline extensions. Although teachers provided a variety of in-course redeemable rewards, the transfer to the MOOC context is limited due to the manual reward procedure and the tailored implementation for one specific course.

Morales et al. (2016) [15], [19] describe the gamification process implemented in a MOOC that teaches the use of authoring tools in e-learning courses. The MOOC was targeted at teachers in higher education. Several game elements were implemented in the course such as badges and leaderboards. Templates for the tools employed during the course were issued as rewards when participants finished the weekly assignments on time. Results in the final questionnaire show that templates were the preferred gamification strategy for the students. In this case, the actions performed in an activity (i.e., weekly assignment) provided a privilege to the students (i.e., templates), to be used in a different activity of the course or even in their own teaching processes. However, templates as rewards are tied to the use of these specific authoring tools.

Different from previous studies, Chang and Wei (2016) [5] conducted an online survey to 5020 MOOC students to determine the engagement level of 40 game elements in MOOC environments. Although some options are not common elements of games (e.g., learning forums, peer mentoring), redeemable points were identified as the second most engaging game element in MOOCs. In this survey, redeemable points refers to accumulated points that students can exchange for real world rewards such as items, toys or game software. Therefore, considering the results of this survey, redeemable points seem to be a good strategy to increase student engagement in MOOCs. However, as explained before, physical
MOOCs also have some features that allow the integration of gamification in this kind of courses [18], [17].

### A. Suitability of RRs for MOOCs

Although MOOCs have some features that hinder the implementation of gamification in this kind of courses [18], [17], MOOCs also have some features that allow the integration of redeemable rewards in a meaningful way:

- Teachers cannot draw their attention to each student due to overload and time costs because of the massive scale (i.e., more than 500 students). However, teachers can offer individual attention to a small number of students (e.g., 50 students) as they are used to do in regular online courses by checking their progress and providing feedback to them. Such teacher attention (e.g., special video session with students, teacher evaluation of a submission) can be proposed to those who redeem their rewards. Also, students who show a deep knowledge about the course topic and like to help other students can take the role of teacher assistants and help others in the forums and social networks.

- Teachers are not tied to include specific learning contents, materials and activities as it happens in many official higher education courses. Therefore, MOOCs present a high flexibility in their design, making it possible to offer specific materials and learning activities as rewards, and to allow students to complete the activities in different manners (e.g., in groups, with lower score).

Based on the previous features, in-course redeemable rewards are an attractive approach in terms of gamification in MOOCs.

### III. REWARDING MODEL PROPOSAL

This section introduces a generic conceptual model for Redeemable Rewards (RRs) in MOOCs and its suitability.

#### A. Suitability of RRs for MOOCs

Although MOOCs have some features that hinder the implementation of gamification in this kind of courses [18], [17], MOOCs also have some features that allow the integration of redeemable rewards in a meaningful way:

- Teachers cannot draw their attention to each student due to overload and time costs because of the massive scale (i.e., more than 500 students). However, teachers can offer individual attention to a small number of students (e.g., 50 students) as they are used to do in regular online courses by checking their progress and providing feedback to them. Such teacher attention (e.g., special video session with students, teacher evaluation of a submission) can be proposed to those who redeem their rewards. Also, students who show a deep knowledge about the course topic and like to help other students can take the role of teacher assistants and help others in the forums and social networks.

- Teachers are not tied to include specific learning contents, materials and activities as it happens in many official higher education courses. Therefore, MOOCs present a high flexibility in their design, making it possible to offer specific materials and learning activities as rewards, and to allow students to complete the activities in different manners (e.g., in groups, with lower score).

#### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Reward</th>
<th>Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>Primary school courses</td>
<td>Tangible rewards (e.g., tickets to a show)</td>
<td>- No real implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>An online graduate course &amp; A undergraduate blended course</td>
<td>New features in discussion forums (e.g., emojis, gifts)</td>
<td>- Positive impact on engagement reported by the students and increase in the number of discussion posts; - Most students unlocked all features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>A undergraduate blended-learning course</td>
<td>Extra attempts in quizzes, hints for course puzzles, deadline extensions</td>
<td>- Students felt that the gamification improved their understanding and particularly their engagement; - Steam Points (redeemable for privileges) was vote as the second most motivatated element over progress bars, prizes and badges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15], [19]</td>
<td>A MOOC</td>
<td>Templates for the tools employed during the course</td>
<td>- Increase of motivation to complete the assigned learning activities; - Templates were the preferred type of reward voted by students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>MOOCs</td>
<td>Redeemable points for real world rewards (e.g., toys, game software)</td>
<td>- A survey to 5020 MOOC students pointed redeemable points as the second most engaging element in MOOC environments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1.** Proposed RR-based gamification model.

**TABLE I**

**RELATED WORK SUMMARY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reward</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; Resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discount in Course</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>during the course</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deadline Extensions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Become Teacher Assistant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tickets to a show</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New features in quizzes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trophies, game software</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MOOCs Redeemable

- Points (redeemable for Steam Points, badges, trophies, etc. We have considered a new type of reward (course privileges) which could be directly issued to students after fulfilling the gamification conditions or after redeeming a preconfigured amount of traditional rewards. Furthermore, these course privileges and their gamification conditions are expected to have a positive impact on the learning process of participants.

Thus, we define the concept of in-course redeemable rewards as rewards (e.g., points, cards, tickets) that are issued to students when completing pre-defined learning-oriented tasks, and which students can exchange to attain various privileges during the course runtime. Therefore, students can increase...
their motivation and engagement within the course by trying to reach such privileges. In this way, teachers can also reach out to a higher variety of students present in MOOCs (i.e., different student profiles [1, 23]) by providing different types of privileges, as game-design practitioners recommend [3, 25]. For example, some of these privileges are:

a. accessing exclusive videos and submissions, targeting students enrolled in the course because they have a high interest in the topic.

b. unlocking extra or exclusive learning content and resources, targeting students enrolled in the course to get additional learning material.

c. providing students with extra attempts and/or more time to perform the quizzes, targeting students that want to reach higher scores in the course.

d. extending the due date of the assignments, targeting students that are interested in the course and want to complete it but need more time for performing the assignments.

e. skipping compulsory assignments or passing them with lower scores, targeting students enrolled in the course to obtain the final certificate.

f. allowing students to choose to complete the assignments individually or collectively, targeting students who prefer to work alone, with friends or with new people.

g. accessing exclusive evaluations or assessments performed by the teachers, targeting students who complain about the form and quality of reviews in MOOCs.

h. unlocking new features in forums such as votes, emojis or gifts, targeting students that like to express their opinions, doubts and/or comments through the course forums.

i. serving as teacher assistant of the course, targeting students who like to help other students.

j. receiving the final certificate without fee, targeting students who want to get the course certificate.

This gamification approach would allow students to target the rewards they like from a broad set of possibilities with a focus on strategies that foster again their involvement in learning in the course. Also, students who dislike gamification strategies are free to not get involved or redeem such rewards, allowing them to complete the course without being bothered by the gamification design.

In-course redeemable rewards could be manually implemented and enacted (e.g., teachers could manually check which students got 100% correct answers in the quizzes and unlock a module with extra content for them). However, the scale of MOOCs makes the manual implementation of this kind of rewards unfeasible, as it would require teachers to manually check which students achieved the goals, and activate the associated redeem for them. Moreover, teachers need help to decide which actions can be redeemable, which rewards are possible in each course design (i.e., based on the implemented tools), create the relationships between activities and rewards based on their pedagogical intentions, etc. Therefore, the creation of a system supporting MOOC teachers in the design, implementation and enactment of this kind of rewards could provide students with run-time feedback and significantly reduce time and cognitive costs for teachers during course design and management.

IV. IN-COURSE REWARDING SYSTEM

Aiming to support teachers in the digital design, implementation and enactment of in-course redeemable rewards, it is needed that gamification designs can be computationally represented. This requires the definition of a data model involving the gamification concepts mentioned in the previous section: (i) course activities (e.g., forum tool, wiki), (ii) monitorable actions performed by the students (e.g., post in a forum, submit a quiz), (iii) conditions that the students have to fulfill (e.g., do the action 3 times, get an score upper than 90%), (iv) game elements to use (e.g., experience points, tickets), and (v) in-course privileges (e.g., unlock special content, deadline extensions). A system integrating this data model and implementing a graphical interface could help teachers to create and understand digital gamification designs involving in-course rewards. Therefore, the relationships between the activities and the rewards would be clearer than directly configuring them in the course platforms, allowing teachers to better align the gamification design with their pedagogical intentions.

We propose this system as part of an architecture to automatically deploy and enact the gamified designs into MOOC platforms2.

The design and deployment system (see Fig. 2) allows teachers to create gamifications involving redeemable rewards (i.e., store the designs in a data base) and deploy them in well-known MOOC platforms (i.e., embed a web page in the MOOC platform showing the configured rewards, their descriptions and buttons to claim the course privileges and/or redeem the traditional rewards). Thanks to the LTI standard3, from the MOOC platforms students can seamlessly access to the external gamification web system without additional logins. Therefore, the students request for claiming and redeeming the rewards will be processed by the Gamification enactment systems.

This system will receive such requests during course runtime, checks if the student was previously rewarded (student gamification info), checks whether the students’ actions fulfill the gamified design conditions for the course (stored designs & deploys) by querying to the MOOC platform database (e.g., through the API), and issues and redeems rewards to students if such conditions are fulfilled (connecting again with the MOOC platform database). This system will also integrate the aforementioned gamification data model to understand the gamification designs configured by teachers with the Gamification design and deployment system. The following section illustrates these ideas with a scenario of use of the envisioned system.

2The adapter-based architecture aims to deploy and enact such gamification designs in different MOOC platforms. This feature is not addressed in this paper (see Fig. 2).

V. SCENARIO

In this section we describe a simple scenario to illustrate the usage of the proposed gamification approach and the envisioned systems supporting teachers in the gamification design, deployment and enactment, from both the teachers’ and students’ perspectives.

A. Teachers’ Perspective

Christian and Ana (C&A) are two teachers from the School of History at the University of Valencia (Spain) who will offer a MOOC about history of Spain during the XI-XVI century period. After a meeting with the vice-rector of the university, they agreed to launch the course in the official MOOC platform at University of Valencia (i.e., Canvas Network), estimating more than 1000 enrolled participants. C&A will reuse some pedagogical contents and resources (e.g., readings to discuss, questionnaires, activities with Google Earth) frequently used in their bachelor courses, and restructure them for this MOOC. Moreover, C&A have recorded some videos embedding digital graphics to help students better understand the simultaneous happenings during a time period. Therefore, the pedagogical design of the course is structured in 6 modules (one century per module) provided in 6 weeks (a new module is open every week) involving content pages, forums and activities with different tools as it is shown in Fig. 3.

C&A will incorporate in-course redeemable rewards in order to keep students engaged within the course. To do so, C&A make use of the envisioned tool for designing and deploying gamification (see Fig. 4). The tool also allows to configure the relationships among the students’ redeemable actions performed in the different tools (e.g., post in a forum), the conditions the actions must meet (e.g., receive 25 likes), and the redeemable rewards (e.g., become teacher assistant of such forum), and automatically deploy gamification designs created by teachers into MOOC courses (in this case, into courses in Canvas Network platform).

Following the steps and recommendations of the tool, C&A created and configured a gamification design with in-course rewards based on their criteria by associating the activities, the monitorable students’ actions and the actions’ conditions. After less than an hour, the final gamification design is configured by C&A as shown in Fig. 5. For example, students can claim a ticket to be redeemed for:

- Getting a teacher assessment (in addition to peer assessments) in “Peer Review activity @ Module 3” when scoring more than 90% in the “Intro Quiz @ Module 1”.
- Becoming teacher assistant of the course when receiving 20 or more likes among all the comments posted in the discussion forums of the course.
- Getting access to an exclusive on-live video session with one of the teachers @ Module 5 when submitting an extra review apart from the compulsory ones in “Peer Review activity @ Module 3”.

Finally, such gamification design is automatically deployed into the history of Spain MOOC when C&A press the button for deploying the configured gamification design, i.e., students can see a gamification tab with the configured rewards, their criteria to earn them, and one button to request them (see Fig. 6).

During the enactment of the MOOC, C&A are in charge of managing the course as it happens in most MOOCs (e.g., checking the contents, answering questions in forums, preparing the video sessions) without adding extra time and effort for the gamification features (except those rewards that imply teacher involvement). Also, the envisioned gamification system should be able to:

- Receive the students’ requests for earning and redeeming the configured rewards, and automatically, check if the
Fig. 4. Graphical user interface of the envisioned tool for designing and implementing in-course redeemable rewards. © and ® characters indicate that the resource has an associated gamification condition and reward respectively.

Fig. 6. Redeemable rewards design that is described in the given MOOC teaching scenario (students’ view).
requirements have been meet (i.e., retrieving the needed information from the platform API to know whether such student has performed the pre-defined associated conditions) and if so, reward the student.

- Receive the students’ requests to redeem rewards and provide students with the associated privileges (e.g., using the API to change the role of a participant from “student” to “teacher assistant”).
- Provide awareness information to the teachers about the progress and number of redeems for each privilege. This information may serve the teachers to various ends: to implement the redeemable rewards that they have to carry out manually (e.g., assess a students’ output), to monitor the evolution of the rewards, which may help to re-design the course in the current or following editions, etc.

B. Students’ Perspective

David is a mechanical engineering master student who loves history. One day, David finds an ad about a history of Spain MOOC that draws his attention. Although David is not interested in getting the final certificate, he decided to join this MOOC to spend his free time learning what he likes. Although David’s initial motivation and engagement is high, his motivation could decrease during the next weeks due to David’s lack of free time and compulsory and time-consuming assignments.

After taking a look to the configured in-course redeemable rewards (see Fig. 6), he is surprised by the extra contents and the on-live video sessions with the teachers to discuss with them the learning material. David is engaged with the course and quite interested on getting such rewards and intrinsically motivated to complete the reward requirements. Trying to get such privileges, he uploads a profile picture, completes the Google Earth activities, reviews the assigned peer-review submissions and performs an extra review, during the first two modules of the course (see Fig. 5). As a consequence, David gets rewards that can be redeemed for getting access to special activities and pages (i.e., video-sessions with teachers, extra contents) in the 2-5 modules of the course. Therefore, although David loses the interest in the regular content pages on these modules, he is still motivated to participate in such video-sessions and download the extra contents.

In this situation, David has participated in activities of modules 1-2 in order to get the rewards, and in activities in modules 2-5 in order to use such rewards, keeping his high engagement levels though the different modules and weeks of the course. In case that teachers omitted this gamification strategy, or implemented a gamification strategy with status badges, David would not have participated in the Google Earth activities and the peer reviews in modules 1-2, and maybe his motivation level would have decreased enough in modules 3-4 to stop the course.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Gamification strategies have shown potential benefits, not only in student motivation and engagement but also in promoting participation and improving learning, in different educational environments. As a consequence, there is an increasing number of studies using gamification techniques to help overcome some of the aforementioned MOOC problems [18]. This paper has identified in-course redeemable rewards in educational contexts as potential game elements to increase student engagement in educational settings. Although some MOOC features can hinder the application of gamification strategies (e.g., the large number of students, the variety of students’ profiles, the pedagogical approach), these features also provide teachers with opportunities to positively use redeemable rewards (e.g., the large number of students allows to provide teachers’ individual attention as rewards, the flexibility in MOOC designs caused by the pedagogical approach allows to provide special resources and activities as rewards).

We have discussed in this paper the general concept of redeemable rewards, how they are associated with other rewarding-based gamification elements, a set of systems supporting its implementation and a scenario supporting teachers in the design, deployment and enactment of in-course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rewards: Tickets</th>
<th>Tools / Activities</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Redeemable Privileges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Course platform</td>
<td>Upload a profile picture</td>
<td>Unlock special content: “Extra Content @ Module 1”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
redeemable rewards. Such systems should provide teachers with hints on how to better gamify and associate the learning activities with the course privileges to increase student motivation, and allow the automatic deployment and enactment of the configured gamifications to make their implementation affordable for teachers in terms of time and effort.

The scenario showed a simple gamification approach where a traditional reward (i.e., tickets) were associated to different course privileges. More complex situations involving more rewards and/or shops where students can exchange the rewards should be considered for the development of future tools. Also, it is important to mention that these systems are limited by the capabilities of the MOOC platforms to retrieve and edit information from and to the databases. Therefore, MOOC platforms with a limited access to their databases hinder the automation of redeemable rewards, and thus their implementation.

Our future work will focus on involving teachers as codesigners of the described rewarding system in MOOCs to validate which activities and rewards should be connected. In addition, we are building a working prototype of the system (integrating the proposed gamification data model and architecture) to refine the proposal with real users and empirically measure effects on student motivation. Furthermore, it would be also interesting to check the benefits of using learning-oriented out-course rewards such as free enrollments to other courses (e.g., second versions of the courses), providing privileges to other courses (e.g., being teacher assistant of another course), or gifting game or useful software.
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